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Inequality is everywhere. The psychological balance of individuals who experience internal and external environments depicts the resilient capability. The equilibrium state of “equality-inequality” showcases causal-effect in psychological health and contributes to the inequality inheritance passed on to the next generations.
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We cannot escape the reality of inequality. So, what kind of mentality should we have? The individual’s mental state changes with the changes of the environment all the time. Regardless of good or bad, we must face the tremendous impact of various internal and external environments on us. Everyone is a balanced body that integrates the effects of internal and external situations. One of the critical aspects is psychological balance.

No matter what environment we are in, we will always make adjustments. Its purpose is to balance equality and inequality relatively smoothly in the face of one’s own situation, combined with one’s existing qualities. So here comes the problem. Is this “equality-inequality” balance the result of the interaction of the two, or is it the underlying cause of the following balance? Of course, the answer is two-sided. The so-called “causal-effect” cycle balance is precisely the basis of “equality-inequality” balance psychology. However, we cannot simply conclude who the cause or the effect is.

Of course, the psychological changes caused by inequality itself will further develop into the psychology of inequality. This often becomes one of the potential causes of intergenerational transmission of inequality (1), and it is also the basis for various studies to establish research models. Through the intervention of different psychological changes, observing the changes at the macro and micro levels of the research object provides a good reference for analyzing its possible mechanisms (2). However, the changes in inequality psychology follow the direction of the balance needle, and the changes in the individual’s internal environment also move, eventually positioning itself at a new balance point after another. Although the external performance of individuals at the new balance point will be considerably different, the psychological changes caused by long-term inequality differences will be invisibly imprinted on the changes in their own cellular and molecular levels and then further manifested (3).

Inequality is a stressor (4). Therefore, it is inevitable to have other stressors’ characteristics. However, inequality is often a chronic and long-term stressor. Its potential impact on individuals is far beyond general stress. When we slow down and think carefully, we will find that our environment is ultimately

“Our inequality materializes our upper class, vulgarizes our middle class, brutalizes our lower class.”
— Matthew Arnold
an “equality-inequality” balance. Because each individual has a different level of psychological resilience, mental health is also different. The changes in the internal microenvironment are naturally diverse, and the final level of transmission between generations is even more significant. From this perspective, this balanced psychology has resulted from the “equality-inequality” interaction. However, as mentioned above, even if the “equality-inequality” reaches a temporary balance at this moment, this balance is very likely to be broken in the next second and develop towards a new equilibrium. It is precise because of the existing old balance that the new balance occurs based on it. Then, from this perspective, this balanced psychology has become the premise and reason for the following equilibrium of the “equality-inequality” interaction.

Based on the causal-effect alternation of balance psychology and the fact that psychological health is transmitted between generations caused by inequality, we encourage individuals to train their psychological resilience to achieve balance as quickly as possible. Positive psychological health inequality promotes development so that the indicator of balance points to the side that is beneficial to health. Conversely, suppose it is negative psychological health inequality. In that case, it encourages positive adjustments so that the balance indicator is as little as possible to the side that is not conducive to health.
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